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Abstract 

At the SLC, a train consisting of one positron bunch followed by 
two electron bunches is accelerated in the linac, each separated by 
about 60 ns. Long-range transverse wakefields from the leading 
bunch were found to cause up to a factor of three increase in beam 
jitter for the trailing bunches. Incoming jitter is efficiently damped 
by BNS damping, but excitations in the middle of the linac from 
sources such as long-range wakefields can grow in amplitude. To 
measure the wake function, the time difference between the 
positron and electron bunches was changed, determining the 
frequency and strength of the dominant mode contributing to the 
dipole wakefield. By splitting the horizontal and vertical phase 
advance, or 'tune', of the magnetic lattice, it was possible t o  
decrease the resonant excitation from these wakefields and thereby 
reduce the jitter of the electron beam by a factor of two. 
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Abstract 

At the SLC, a train cwsisting of one positton bunch 
followedbytwoelectronbmchesis~inthelinac, 
ea& sepmted by about 6011s. Long-range traplmerse 
WalretieMS 6rom the leadingbuuch weae fond to cause up to a 
factordthreeinaeasein beam jitter forthe trailing bunches. 
l[ncoming jitter is efiiciently by BNS damping, but 
excitationS in tbe middle of the linac h m  soufces such as 
kmg-rangewaMeIds GIU grow in amplitude. To measm the 
wakefimction, the time difference between the positron ad 
eIectron twmches was changed de& * ' g t h e h p e n c y a d  
strength of the dominant mode contriiuting to the dipole 
wakefield. By splitting the barizonbl and vertical pbase 
advaace, or 'tune', of the magnetic lattice, it was possible to 
deaeasr: the resonant excitation from these wakefields ad 
thexebyreducethejitteroftheelectronbeamby afactord 
two. 

1 Introduction 

Long-mge wakeftelds cause beam break up in multi- 
bunch beams [l]. The NLC design has aaapted the use of 
dmped and &bmed structures to overcome these difficulties 
[2]. In the SLC the problem is less sevede Since the e+and e- 
bunchescan be individualiy steered due to their di€Feaent beta- 
functions. However positron jitter translates via transverse 
WakefEld kicks into electron jitter, and a positron orbit change 
(arising e.g. from orbit oscillations far dttance reduction [31) 
will also change the electron orbit. Tbe magnitude of these 
effects were measured by kicking the positron beam in the 
ring-to-linac beamline (RTL) and measuling the orbits for both 
beams in the linac. Observations and experiments tn: 
discussed which led to a a m  for the jim. 

2 Operational Observations 

Several indirect observations indicated that the dominant 
beam jitter in the veRical plane for elec(r0ns was due to long- 
range tranmerse wakefields from the positrons. Large electron 
y jitter, ampIifii along the linac about 6 times more than 
txpeced fram the short-r;tnge wakefielM4J. eVe- jittar 
cmelation,k3,ji#ercorrelation, and the faa that the elecaon 
jiw was reduced by a fadar of two if the positrons were not 
present, alI - noted. W e  beam bading changes with 

positron intensity was a possible explanation, the kmg-range 
transverse walrefield hypothesis was COIlEirmed in the 
followingexperiments: 
a)ki&the positrons in the RTL to ioduce a large oscillation 
in tbelinac,measuretbeeleuron orbit shift, 
b) change the positronelectron bunch sepmtion and look far 
changesintbeamplituderesponse. 

3 Oscillation Experiments 

Figure 1 (a) shows an exampIe in which the positron 
bunch is kicked in the RTL. A large excitation of the electron 
bunch in tbe linacresults (b). For a 1 mm oscilhtion with 
3.3.10" particles in the positron bunch, the amplitude is 
250pm in eleuron x, and 5 0 0 ~  in elecaan y.  Ihe 
positronoscillationisseentodecaberr:to100CLmatthead 
of the linac. 
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Fig. 1: (a) A positmn oscillation in the SLC linac kicks the 
elcxtrcms via long range mnsvease wakefields, (b) far the 
design lattice, and (c) the new split-tune lattice (compare 
section 6). 

mits wem also mea~lrred for different e+-mi e- bua~h 
spacings, necessa;rily adjusted in steps arrresponding to -2, -1, 
0, and +1 S-band buckets, or 0.35 ns intervals. The electron 
oscillationscaelocally9O0outofphasewithrespecttotbe 
positron osciliations, as expected if they are drivm by the 
latter. lbeir amplitude varies in sign and magnitude with the 
positron bucket. Fig. 2 shows the measmd signed amplitude 
vs. bunch spacing fit to a single mode (see Section 5). which 
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is thus deoennmed to have a kquezy  of 4141.7MI-I~ ad 

posioons. Shifting the to 4144.5 MHz (w 
curve)wwould zem the wakefield at the operation Separation of 
59.0 ns. Early in the history of SLAC 121, ceh 3, 4, and 5 
fouowmg the input couplers in SelecW accelerator sections 

'dimpled' to raise tbe modes by e i h  2 of 4 MHz. 
-fore implementins such a fquency shift appears to be 

amplitude of 350 pm for a 1 mm oscillation with 3.3.10'O 
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Fig. 2 "he average kick in amplitude and sign is plotted 
versus tbe time for the dif€emt positron buckets. The solid 
mehasafrequencyf =4142MHz whilef =4144.5MHz 
for the dashed curve. 

4 Static Bucket Changes 

In addition to communicating jitter from the leading 
positron bunch to the following elecaon bunch, the long-range 
wakefield will be excited to the extent that the average steered 
positron trajectary i s  offset in the acceIezatof structures. This 
'static* long-range wakefield &ect is manifested when the 
distance betwen the psi- aod eleuron bunches is changed. 

Fig. 3 shows the neasured aajectory shift due to a shii 
in the positronelectron separation by one S-band bucket. 'Ihe 
positron orbit shift renects beam jitter and position monitor 
noise, while the ekam shift is clearly an oscillation driven 
by the static positron wakefield. Its 150 pm peak amplitude is 
largecompared to the 20pm expeued from a single 12 m 
long s t r u m  offset by 1 mm. 

Static long-range wakefMd effects are not very important 
far the SLC operatiion, since they 011 be SQered out. 7he 
measureanem of the static e- deflections due to bucket changes 
bowever, contain information about the offsets between tbe 
positron trajecmy and the accelerating structure, including 
structure misalignments. preliminary studies aimed at 
isolating mcture misalignments from bucket shift data have 
demonsaatedtheneedforfinthawakbefmthe technique can 
be applied to practical alignment problems. 

Fig. 3: Difference orbit in the electron beam by moving the 
1eadingpoSibKw bunch by one bucket. 

5 Theoretical Estimates 

Fig. 4 shows the dipole wakefield for the SLAC linac 
shru~bae, calcWed using a twc+hand circuit model [5]. 
Although the lowest dipole mode has the strongest kick faaor 
of the structure by at least a factor of two? there are about 50 
modes of similar strength that span 4140 MHz to 4320 MHz. 
These modes rapidly decobere for increasing bunch separation 
up to lOns, after which they partiaUy mhere, exhibiting 
various beating patterns. 

Fig. 4 'Iheoreticsi calculation of the tramverse wakefield vs 
time for the lowest dipole modes of the SLAC structure, 

In the neighborhood of 59 ns, where the SLC normally 
runs, a single fit.equency with an amplitude W, = 
0.13Vlpclmm/m dominates. This is relatively weak 
a'snpared to the short-range wakefield which peaks at 
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w1= 5 VlPcEmmlm, and avemges w, = 0.9 V / f l d m  mtbe larter' tllecboSeIl split direction favars positron veaticd 
oveta l m m  (nus) bunch. In addition, n0nq-y paaSeadvance&anatm * 'ty. 'Ihe beam envelope (beta-limction) 
synrmeaicexternal loading gives adamping factor w, different is little affected by the asymmetry in 'focusing'. 
inx and y. For OUT regime wr = 0.85 and w, = 0.45, since the F 5 p  1 (c) shows about a faaor of 3 less e'to e' 
inputcouphs~aientedborizontally.A lmm oscillation couphg.lhisreducedtberms jitter by about 30% in y from 
cxumdingow%500rn ofatwnch witb 3.5.10*0 paticlies 75%to5046of~~aad15%inxfnrm409bto35%ofcr,(see 
induces an oscillation with a peak tranmerse momentum Fig. 5). 

w a r 1  1 
eV,= 112 W, (500 mm-m)(5.6 DC) w,s 155 LeVIc. For a 
8GeVbeamthiscmeqmdstoanangleof 2Opad,andfar 
/3=2Om apeakpositionoffset Ay = 400 pm, in agmmmt 
with measuffments vtg. 2). 
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6 Split-Tunc Lattice 0.4 

In a simple FODO lattice, the long-range wakefield 
paoducedbycohereatbetabonoscillationsinaIeadingpositron 
bun& will remnuntly Mve betatmn oscillations in a trailing 
bunch. Despite their opposite electric charges, both buncbes 
see the same magnetic lattice (offset by one quadqole), ad 
bencehaveklea~W fieebetatm frequencies. 'Ihe monance is 
easily alleviated, however, by using a less symmetrical 'split- 

giveadiffeaent absolute strengths. The betatron phase advance 
in the x and y planes fora particular charge di€f&r, and m 
interchanged for the opposite charge. 

A m - -  A(Aw) between the two 
bunches accumnlated over some length of the linac will inhiiit 
the growth in the trailing bunch's oscillation amplitude 
byJ2(l- cos[A(Ay)]/l A(Ay) I relative to mea fwmance. 
Thus A(Ay) = 218' is nquhed for a factor of 2 reduction, 
262' for a factar of 3, and 885' for a War of 7.8. The 
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tuae' lattice in which 'focusing' apxt ds-focusing' magnets 8e 
Fig. 5: Jitter reductiw after the intmluaion of the split-tune 
lattice. 

7 Conclusion 

The static effea of long-range transvetse waketield kicks 
hmpositrons to electrons weaemeas- but they can be 
generally hmed out. However a jittery positron beam has 
caused an even higher electron jitter. The split-tune lattice has 
helped to reduce that below the natural jitter of the 
electronbeam. 

m - 8  F-D magnet strength difference to 
pnxluce a unit (small) phase advance split, lIZcos[(Ay + 
Aw),lJ4] for thin qua&up~les, is typidly 0.617%P/cell (far 

A split-tune lattice was implemented in the fmt half of 
the SLC hac-m ore precisely in Sectors 2 through 16, 
comprising 79 FODO cells. 31 cells (sector 2, 3, and 4) €mi 
had nominal W/cell phase advance in both planes, and the 
mnaining 48 bad bad 76'/cell. The new lattice has 31 cells 
with avemge A y, = 95'' and A y, 3 91'' and 48 cells witb 
Ay- P 81', and Ay,n 69', all as seen by electrons. Thus 4* 
the absolute ammukd phase advance differenoe between 

5. 
 be choice of 'sign' for tbe split, i.e., the fact that the 6- 

pitronyplanephsseadvance is the larger, was made on the 
basis of its hplications for intra-bunch (shwt-raage) wakefEld 
effects. An essential component in the OonQod of the latter in 
the SLC is BNS damping [a, in which a systematic eaergy 
variationalong the bunch, in conjunction with phase actvance 
chromaticity, inhibits the resonant excitation of oscillations in 
the tail of the bunch, and partiaUy compensates the shm- 
fange wakefield phase shift. Since the vertical jitter sensitivity 
is the the positron jittex has tadedto be worse than 
the electron, and areduction in the fonner leverages a reduction 

an amage W/ceU bttice). 1. 

2- 
3* 

electrons and positrons, in both planes, is 680'. 
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